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PUBLISHER’S NOTE

In the Name of Allah, the Most Gracious, the Most Merciful.

All praise is due to Allah S.W.T, the One and Only God, Lord of all the worlds.

Peace and blessings be upon His Messenger, Muhammad s.a.w, the seal of the

prophets, the perfect illustration of a noble humankind.

It is with immense gratitude and humility that we present this book ‘Islamic

Rulings and Modern Society: The Imperative Need For Re-contextualising

Fatwas To Today’s Age’ to the readers, acknowledging the grace and guidance

of Allah S.W.T throughout its creation and publication.

In the rich tapestry of Islamic scholarship, the importance of fatwa cannot be

overstated. Fatwa serves as a guiding light for the Muslim community, offering

clarity and direction in matters both spiritual and practical. It is a testament to

the dynamism of Islam that fatwa evolves and progresses alongside the

changing contexts and conditions of the Muslim ummah.

Central to the issuance of fatwa is a deep reverence for the Quran and Sunnah,

coupled with a sincere heart and consciousness of Allah which is Taqwa. It is

through this lens of piety and devotion that scholars undertake the weighty

responsibility of interpreting Islamic law and offering guidance to the faithful.

Muhammadiyah Association extends our heartfelt appreciation to the team of

translators involving Ustaz Dr. Muhammad Haniff Hassan, Ustaz Faheem

Ahamad Syed Muhammad and Ustaz Iz Almunzir Muhammad Haniff, whose

unwavering dedication and tireless efforts have made this important work

accessible to a wider audience. Their commitment to accuracy and clarity has

ensured that the essence of the original text, authored by the great scholar Dr.

Yusuf al-Qaradawi rahimahullah, remains intact, allowing readers to benefit
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from its wisdom and insights. Therefore, we are in full support to publish their

work.

May this book serve as a beacon of knowledge and enlightenment,

illuminating the path of those who seek to deepen their understanding of

Islam, especially on the knowledge of fatwa and Islamic legal tradition. May it

also foster a spirit of openness, progressiveness and excellence, inspiring

readers to embody the timeless values of our faith in their lives.

We pray that Allah, the Most Generous, grants abundant blessings to all who

contributed to this endeavour and showers His mercy upon those who engage

with its teachings. May it be a source of guidance, inspiration, and solace for

generations to come.

Wabillahit taufiq wal hidayah.

Muhammad Azri Bin Azman

President

Muhammadiyah Association
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